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Section A
Answer all Questions (1.5 mark each)

1" LetT: X -+Y beaboundedlinearoperator;whereXandYarenormedspaces. lf rr3rthenprove
that (7(r")) is strongly operator convergent with limit ?2.

2. lf T : X -+ Xisa contraction on a metricspaceX,showthat T" (n e /tt) lsa contraction onX.
3. LelT,:12 -+ 12 bean operatorsuchthat T(r): (0,0,...,0,(r,t2,...,(n...)nzeroes,where

r : (t) e 12. Prove that Tn is linear and bounded.

4. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with identity 'e' and u) € A be such that

lltt;ll < j. rnen prove that ll(, - u)-' - e - wll < zll.ll' .

5. Prove that the set G of all invertible elements of an algebra A with identity 'e' is a group.

6. lf X is an infinite dimensional normed space, prove that the identity operator on X is not compact.
7. LetT: X -+Y be a linearoperatorwhereXand Yare normed spaces. lf Xisfinitedimensionalthen

prove that 7 is compact..

8. Define a positive operator on a complex Hilbert space.

9. Suppose 
^9 

and 7 are two bounded self adjoint linear operators on a complex Hilbert space f/ such that
S < T andT ( S. Then prove that S : T.

10. Let 7 : H -+ H be a bounded self adjoint linear operator on a compact Hilbert space f/. Prove that the
eigen vectors corresponding to different eigen values are orthogonal.

(1.5x10=15)
:' Section B

Rns$ver any 4 (5 marks each)

tL' @)lf nn 3 *o ina normed spaceX,showthat rs eY,whereY : span(zr).
(b) lf (r, ) is a weakly convergent sefl uence in a normed space X, say rn 3 *0, show that there is a
sequence (A*) of linear combinations of elements of (r,) which converges strongly to 26.

L2. LetTn e B(X,Y), where X is a Banach space and Y a normed space. lt (7") is strongly operator
convergent with limit 7, then prove that T e B(X,Y).lt X is only a normed space (ie., X is not
complete), willT be bounded always?. Justify.

13. Prove that allmatrices representing a given linear operatorT : X -+ X, where X is a finite dimensional
normed space, with reference to different bases for X have the same eigen values,

14. (a ) Define a n operator function. ls the resolvent operato r R{T) of a bou nded linea r operator
T : X -+ X on a complex Banach space X an operator function. Justify
(b) When an operator function S is locally holomorphic ?

(c) Prove that the resolvent RxlT) is locally holomorphic on p(T)
15. LetXandYbetwonormedspacesandT: X -+ Yalinearoperator.Thenprovethat?iscompactif

and only if it maps every bounded sequence (r") in X onto a sequence (T*") in Y which has a

convergent subsequence,

16. Prove thatthe spectrum o(T) ofa bounded self adjoint linearoperatorT : H -+ H on a complex Hilbert
space ff lies is the interval l*, M),where - :,,ltlr(Tr, r) and M : 

[f,!r("", 
r).

/q.v.4-rnl
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Section C

Answer any 4 (10 marks each)

17.L. (a) LetT: D(T) -+ Ybea linearoperator,where D(T) C XandXandYarenormedspaces.Then
prove that ? is closed if and only if it has the following properties it (r") -+ z, where (*") g D(T),
and (Tr") -+ y, then n e D(T) andTr : A.
(b) State and prove Banach Fixed point theorem.

OR

2. (a) LetT:D(T) -+ Y bea bounded linearoperatorwhere Dg) C XandXandYarenormed
spaces. Then prove the followin g.(i) lf D(f) is a closed subset of X, then ? is closed. (ii) tf ? is closed
and Y is complete, thenD(T) is a closed subset of X.
(b) Let T be a closed linear operator from a Banach space X into a normed space Y.lf T-1 exists and
7-1 is bounded, then prove that f (7) is a closed subset of Y.

18.1. State and prove spectral mapping theorem for polynomials
OR

2. (a) Prove that the resolvent set p(7) of a bounded linear operator ? on a complex Banach space X is

open.
(b) Prove that the spectrum o(T) of a bounded linear operator ? on a complex Banach space X is

compact.

19.1.. (a) Let (7") O" a sequence of compact linear operators from a normed space X into a Banach space Y.
It (7") is uniformly operator convergent, then prove that the uniform operator limit is compact.
(b) Prove that the above result need not hold if we replace the uniform operator convergence by strong

OR

operator convergence

2. (a) Prove that the range R(?) of a compact linear operator T : X -+ Y is separable, where X andY
are normed spaces.
(b) Prove that a compact linear operator T : X -+ Y from a normed space X into a Banach space Y
has a compact linear extension f , * -+ Y, where * ir tfr. completion of X.

20.1. (a) Define a monotone seq uence (7") of bounded self adjoint linear opera tors T, : H -+ H on a
complex Hilbert space 11.

(b) Let ("") Oe a sequence of bounded self adjoint linear operators on a complex Hilbert space Il such
thatTr {72 {Ts {... < K.supposethatTi commuteswithy'(andwith everyT*.Thenprove
that (2,) is strongly operator conver$ent. (7,* --, Tr for all r € f/) and the limit operator 7 is a
bounded self adjoint linear operator satisfying T < K.

OR

2. tet (P") be a monotonic increasing sequence of projections P,, defined on a Hilbert space 11. Then
prove that

CO

P(H): U P"(r/)
n:l

(a) P projects I/ onto
oo

Ir(P) : |,l ry(a)
n:l

(b) P has the null space.

(10x4=40)


